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1. Executive Summary 

In the COSAFE project, WP3 is dedicated to (i) develop reliable and secure CSC framework and mechanisms 

for sensing and computing resource sharing; (ii) design reliable and efficient cooperative sensing algorithms; 

(iii) develop vehicle edge computing model and technologies for CSC and RSE applications; (iii) cross-layer 

design and test of CSC.  

The leading partner (University of Göttingen) and the supporting partners have followed the WP3 research 

directions and research plan, and conducted research as outlined in the proposal. The partners involved in 

WP3 have successfully achieved the research targets set for the first stage of the research for WP3, having 

published more than ten high quality research papers and more research papers under review.  

In this report, we will present the research progresses achieved within WP3 towards the tasks for the 

development of flexible CSC framework with supporting mechanisms (including security and computing 

mechanisms), and advanced deep learning based road objects detection system, cooperative algorithms for 

sensing, edge computing and caching. The report presents the research ideas, development and 

implementation of relevant framework and/or algorithms, and the results on research activities.   
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2. Introduction 

The increasing number of vehicles on the roads and rapid urbanization have serious implications on the road 

safety and efficiency problems of road transport systems. Connected vehicles (CV) and automated vehicles 

(AV) are among the most heavily researched automotive technologies to reduce road accidents and improve 

road efficiency. They have paramount safety, economic, road efficiency and mobility benefits. However, both 

AV and CV technologies have inherent shortcomings. While the latest advances on the sensing and deep 

learning technologies have significantly boosted the performance of AVs, the sensors such as camera and 

Lidar are limited to line of sight sensing and sensing performance degrades in adverse weather. On the other 

hand CV technology is depends on message exchange with a noticeable impact only when there is a high 

market penetration. In view of the limitations of CV and AV, there is an increasing research and development 

interest on testing the connected and autonomous vehicles (CAV) technology, which integrates CV and AV 

technologies [1]-[5]. As vehicles are increasingly intelligent with various levels of autonomous functionalities, 

which are enabled by more sensing and computing resources, the massive sensor and computing resources 

of vehicles and the transport infrastructure could be shared and exploited through effective cooperation of 

the CAVs to improve road safety and efficiency (RSE). Sensing information that can be shared include driving 

paths, moving objects within the drivable area, scene semantics (such as traffic lights, traffic signs and on-

road markings) and driving manuverment (e.g., turning and giving way), etc. With resource sharing and 

cooperation, CAVs can have comprehensive perception of driving environments; innovative technologies, 

applications and systems could be developed to reduce road accidents and improve transport network 

efficiency. 

While the cooperative sensing and computing holds great potentials in improving RSE, there are still many 

research gaps and challenges to be tackled. In the COSAFE project, WP3 is Research and design scalable, 

effective and secure cooperative sensing and computing (CSC) mechanisms and algorithms for CIVs with 

heterogeneous sensing and computing resources, which will enable cooperative safety and efficiency 

applications. The objectives of WP3 have been set to: (i) develop reliable and secure CSC framework and 

mechanisms for sensing and computing resource sharing; (ii) design reliable and efficient cooperative sensing 

algorithms; (iii) develop vehicle edge computing model and technologies for CSC and RSE applications; (iii) 

cross-layer design and test of CSC. The task is led by University of Göttingen with active participation of UESTC, 

RPN, ASTON University and University of Essex. The main tasks for WP3 are presented below. 

Task3.1 CSC Framework and Mechanisms. 

▪ Design flexible CSC framework with supporting mechanisms for cooperative perception of 

driving environments.  

▪ Develop mechanisms of presentation and abstraction of the relevant sensing and 

computing information to be shared. 

▪ Design scalable signalling mechanism with message format and protocols to support 

message exchange, representation and application of CSC.  

▪ Develop and test the public key infrastructure (PKI) and blockchain based security 

mechanism to protect users from malicious attacks and incentivise resource sharing while preserve 

user privacy. Proof of resource sharing will be used in the blockchain system.  

Task3.2 Robust Cooperative Sensing.  

▪ Design dataset specification for cooperative sensing and build datasets through on-road 

driving.  

▪ Develop and test advanced robust computer vision and CNN deep learning algorithms for 

detection/recognition and tracking of relevant objects (e.g., vehicles, pedestrian and cyclists) and 

hazards with high detection accuracy.  
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▪ Develop and test robust and effective data fusion algorithms, which exploit incomplete 

and imprecise sensing information from CSC. Quantify the impact of communication latency, GPS 

positioning accuracy and object detection accuracy on data fusion with CSC.  

Task3.3 Cooperative Vehicle Edge Computing (VEC) for Critical CAV applications.  

▪ Design new VEC models which include both dedicated roadside unit computing and ad-

hoc vehicle fog computing resources to remote cloud computing.  

▪ Develop control algorithms for VEC fogs creation, computing job admission control and 

offloading under heterogeneous driving environments, where vehicles have diverse onboard 

sensors, computing resource and signal processing algorithms.  

▪ Test and improve the algorithms with representative CIV applications and dataset by 

simulators and computing testbed.  

Task3.4 Cross-layer CSC Design and Verification.  

▪ Devise distributed CSC with cross-layer (sensing, communication, networking and 

applications) design to adjust the amount of shared sensing and computing according to changing 

V2X network capacity and harsh vehicle networking conditions.  

▪ Test cross-layer CSC to verify the CSC robustness and efficiency for CIV applications.  

The leading partner (University of Goettingen) and the supporting partners have followed the WP3 research 

directions and conducted research as outlined in the proposal. The partners involved in WP3 have 

successfully achieved the research targets set for the first stage of the research for WP2, publishing more 

than 10 high quality research papers and 2 more research papers are under review. 

In this report, we will present a part of the main research works conducted towards WP3 tasks for the 

development of CSC framework with supporting mechanisms and cooperative edge computing algorithms. 

The introduction and the purpose of the report are presented in Section 2. Section Error! Reference source 

not found. present the development of a flexible CSC framework for cooperative sensing and computing for 

autonomous driving. Section 4 and Section 5 presents blockchain based secure algorithms for the sharing of 

wireless network spectrum resources, sensing and computing resources, respectively. These secure 

algorithms provide strong supportive mechanisms for cooperative sensing and computing. Section 6 presents 

the development and experiment results on the collaborative computing and caching mechanisms. Section 

7 is focused on the advanced road object detection technologies with camera for autonomous vehicle 

sensing. The design, experiment set up and results are presented. Finally, Section 8 concludes this report, 

which identifies the critical research problems to be solved and the research plan for the next research stage 

of the WP3. 
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3. Development of Flexible and Secure Framework for Cooperative Sensing and 

Computing 

In this section we present a part of our research works on the development of flexible and secure framework 
and mechanisms for cooperative sensing and computing of connected intelligent vehicles. A new vehicular 
fog based computing architecture was proposed for autonomous driving [6] and presented here. 

3.1 Research Motivation and Contribution 

The sensing coverage and accuracy of vehicles are vital for autonomous driving. However, the current sensing 
capability of a single autonomous vehicle is quite limited in the complicated road traffic environment, which 
leads to many sensing dead zones or frequent misdetection. In this paper, we propose to develop a Vehicular 
Fog Computing (VFC) architecture to implement cooperative sensing among multiple adjacent vehicles 
driving in the form of a platoon. Based on our VFC architecture greedy and Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
algorithms are adopted respectively to enhance the sensing coverage and accuracy in the platoon. intelligent 
algorithms to perform cooperative sensing to improve the sensing coverage and accuracy of autonomous 
driving vehicles, as well as driving safety. The real traffic data from the practical environment, namely NGSIM 
I-80 data and US 101 data, is used to evaluate our proposed methods. Simulation results based on real-world 
traffic datasets indicate the sensing coverage and accuracy by the proposed algorithms can be significantly 
improved with low computational complexity.  
One of the key contributions in this research work is the proposed new VFC architecture for cooperative 
sensing in a platoon, which can overcome the weakness of traditional VFC architecture. The proposed new 
architecture can jointly utilize the sensing and the computational abilities of intelligent vehicles. It takes full 
advantage of platoon driving. It is the first time that autonomous vehicle platoon organized as a vehicular fog 
to share their sensing, communication and computation resources for enhancing safety. This new 
architecture can provide an excellent platform for the research activities on the cooperative sensing and 
computing and cooperative road and efficiency applications to be developed with WP3 and in WP4. 

 

Figure 3.1 VFC architecture for cooperative sensing and computing. 

3.2 VFC Architecture for Cooperative Sensing and Computing 

In this subsection, we introduce the autonomous platoon scenario and our new architecture of VFC for 

cooperative sensing of autonomous driving. The cooperative sensing scenario map is shown in FIGURE 3.1. 
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Autonomous vehicles A, B, …, E consist of a cooperative sensing platoon and each vehicle has a sensing 

coverage. Assume vehicle G intends to change lane, but vehicle G is in the dead zone of Vehicle A. Besides, 

suppose that there doesn't exist any roadside unit (RSU) with mobile edge computing (MEC) to assist these 

vehicles, the cooperative sensing process sensing is shown as follow. A couple of autonomous vehicles run 

at a relatively stable speed and distance. Consequently, they can be connected based on Internet of Vehicles 

(IoV) to inform an autonomous platoon. With the communication and computation abilities of autonomous 

vehicles, this platoon can be organized as a vehicular fog. Meanwhile, the vehicle with powerful ability of 

computation and communication is appointed to be the head vehicle to act as the server and the other 

vehicles act as the fog nodes. The head vehicle can manage the resource of this platoon. Different from the 

traditional VFC architecture, the task offloading application can be deployed on intelligent vehicles. Then, the 

head vehicle chooses proper cooperative sensing and task offloaded strategies according to the sensing 

requests. Subsequently, the surrounding states are fed into the neural network to predict the trajectory of 

the surrounded vehicles. The training process can also be offloaded.  
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4. A Blockchain Enhanced Dynamic Spectrum Sharing Model Based on Proof-of-

Strategy 

4.1 Introduction 

With the commercialization of the fifth-generation mobile networks (5G), the sixth-generation (6G) has 
received significant interest from both academia and industry. With the increasing requirement of spectral 
efficiency, 6G must make a breakthrough in spectrum utilizing. Dynamic spectrum sharing that can achieves 
flexible, feasible and much more efficient spectrum allocation based on cognitive radio, is a promising 
technology for this demand. Citizens Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) proposed by Federal communications 
Commission (FCC) is considered as a potential framework in spectrum sharing. In the standard CBRS 
architecture, centralized spectrum access system (SAS) is prescribed to manage spectrum sharing among 
incumbent users, priority access license (PAL) users and general authorized access (GAA) users. Incumbent 
users are top tier users with the highest priority and PAL users are assigned through competitive auction with 
priority over GAA users that are on the bottom layer. FCC proposed a spectrum access database systems 
where the SAS dynamically assigns and maintains CBRS spectrum usage in real time, and will be no fixed 
spectral location for PAL or GAA allocations. Nevertheless, there is a deep-seated problem that the 
centralized database is along with high administrative expense of dynamic access system. There also exists a 
concern arising in CBRS, where GAA users are required to share sensitive operational information in order to 
obtain spectrum availability information. This information, which includes sensitive data of GAA users such 
as their locations, identities, spectrum usage, and transmission parameters, may be collected by an adversary 
and exploited for economic, political, or other purposes. 
Fortunately, blockchain with anonymous technology are feasible solutions. Blockchain is a distributed ledger 
that links a chain of blocks recording a set of time-ordered transactions. After Bitcoin, Ethereum emerges 
evolving Blockchain systems, which implements the concept of smart contracts using programmatic 
algorithms to replace people performing contracts. The core of blockchain is consensus algorithm that is used 
to solve the problems of reliability and consistency among different nodes. Conventional consensus methods 
such as proof-of-work and proof-of-stake consume excessive computing power resulting in low efficiency. 
Therefore, computing power-based methods are not suitable for high frequency interactions. Some existing 
light-weight schemes are facing trouble of evaluation mechanism design. For example, the evaluation 
mechanism of reputation is always subjective in proof-of-reputation. The privacy protection of GAA users has 
been discussed, the idea of which is similar to K-anonymity. The users need to join a group before they can 
connect to the network that increases the system complexity and the service latency. In order to fill the above 
research gaps, we firstly propose a new distributed CBRS-Blockchain model with the specialized consensus 
method. Unlike the traditional CBRS structure, the proposed distributed CBRS-Blockchain system reduces the 
high administrative expense of dynamic access system. In this work a new consensus method named as 
proof-of-strategy is proposed, which combines with the process of spectrum allocation [7]. Compared to 
other light-weight consensus methods, it is more well-founded to decide the result of consensus by using the 
evaluation of spectrum allocation strategy. 

4.2 System Model 

The architecture of proposed model is shown in Figure 4.1. The detailed design about privacy protection will 

be studied. As illustrated in Fig.1, distributed CBRS-Blockchain model comprises FCC and multiple local groups 

which are partitioned by geographical location. FCC is referred to FCC itself, or any third-party entity which 

is appointed by FFC to act on its behalf. In this model, FCC is responsible for providing the authorization and 

dynamic spectrum access of users. Unlike traditional CBRS model, where the central SAS regulates spectrum 

access for all PAL users and GAA users, FCC just manages the spectrum access for PAL users. Some PAL users 

will be allocated more spectrum resource than their actual need in real time, so they can allocate the residual 

spectrum to GAA users. There will be no fixed spectral location for PAL and GAA allocation, and users can 

query the database in FCC/PAL to figure out the spectral location in real time. In this way, the administrative 

expense of GAA users is shifted to PAL users. FCC leverages the blockchain to ensure the legitimacy of PAL 

users. Hence, the core part of the local group is the blockchain building among several PAL users. The ledgers 
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record the schedule of GAA spectrum access in the form of smart contract that is created by miner node, 

typically PAL users. Smart contract defines channel usage rules, such as which users are allowed to transmit 

simultaneously in the given location, the maximum transit power, etc. FCC is connected in each independent 

blockchain network in different local group to collect the key image lists in different local blockchains. The 

total list can be accessed freely in FCC database. Key image will be presented detail in next subsection. 

Following the design of traditional CBRS, GAA users will obtain the spectrum with no costs. FCC will publish 

the pseudonym list of legitimate GAA users. The more services the PAL users provide, the more benefit PAL 

users will gain from FCC, such as money, favourable policy, etc.  

 

Figure 4.1 Distributed CBRS-Blockchain Model. 

4.3 Privacy Protection and Secure Resource Allocation 

We propose an efficient blockchain-based anonymous spectrum application scheme for GAA users. The 

proposed scheme takes use of some cryptographic techniques which include digital signature, ring signature, 

encryption, blockchain and Monero. In order to apply for spectrum, the s-th GAA user, i.e., GAAs, needs to 

register in FCC. GAAs chooses a private key xi, e.g. a random sequence, and computes the corresponding 

public key Ps = xsG, where G is a generator of the bilinear group. The process of FCC auditing the legal identity 

of GAA users is not included, it’s a business of government. Each legal GAA user will submit a one-time public 

key to FCC and this public key is stored into an open database, which can be accessed by anyone. Hence, the 

public key can be corresponded to the GAA’s real identity by FCC, which prevents the public key from being 

used directly. 

By applying specific procedures, GAAs can prove that it knows at least one secret key in the subset. The key 

image I generated by private key ensures that each public key can’t be used repeatable. The combination of 

registration process and key image list can prevent illegally transaction from flooding in the network. Every 

legal node doesn’t transfer any transaction with invalid public key or repeatable key image. As every user 

with registered once public key can generate limited number of transactions, DDOs attack or sybil attack can 

be effectively restrained. 

We then combine the spectrum allocation with the phase of consensus in blockchain to realize the repeated 

verification of spectrum allocation strategy. During the process of consensus, every node in blockchain 

network will verify the new block. By utilizing this nature of blockchain, we design a new block validation 

problem as the optimal spectrum allocation strategy problem. In our consensus process, every node will 

figure out which strategy is the optimal strategy in available strategy group. In this way, system will not be 

compromised in the event of single point failure.  
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4.4 Simulation Results and Discussions 

In this section, the performance of the proposed framework is evaluated by simulations. The entire 

simulations have been implemented in the Matlab environment. We analyse the system in two folds. One is 

the effect of the proposed privacy protection method for the legal users and malicious users, the other is the 

comparison between the proposed distributed CBRS model (DCM) and the traditional CBRS model (TCM) in 

security and system utility. Ring signature will provide privacy protection for GAA users as they use a set of 

legal signatures when they apply for spectrum. As a result, this method will bring in new concern total list 

can be accessed freely in FCC database. Key image will be presented detailed. Following the design of 

traditional CBRS, GAA users will obtain the spectrum with no costs. FCC will publish the pseudonym list of 

legitimate GAA users. The more services the PAL users provide, the more benefit PAL users will gain from 

about how to figure out the malicious users. We assume there are three users broadcasting TN = 4, 6 

transactions with random signature sets to the network, respectively. The number of signatures in the users’ 

signature set is SN, and the total number of signatures is ten. We imitate the adversary who try to figure out 

the relationship between the signature sets and the three users. We use K-means to analyse these signature 

sets and K = 3. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, the recognition rate of malicious users will always higher than legal 

users. Recognition rate will increase with the number of transactions increases. In brief, the privacy 

protection will be provided to legal users and malicious users together. The parameters are determined as 

Table I. We use genetic algorithm to solve the allocation problem and set three PAL users as miner. Figure 

4.3 shows the security performance about DCM with TCM from the perspective of failure probability with 

different ratio node under attack. The system is regraded failure when the system utility is zero. As illustrated 

in Figure 4.4, the normalized system utility for the proposed method gradually increases at first. The miner 

who propose strategy with highest system utility will win in the consensus process and be more likely to 

obtain higher benefit. So the miners tend to present high system utility strategy and reach 1. However, the 

users’ benefit of a strategy is also dependent on the situation in real time. The users who always present 

high-utility strategy may not be always gain enough, then they will convert to choose self-benefit strategy 

with low system utility. As a result, the utility curve vibrates. The system utility of DCM will not bigger than 

TCM. Safety is at the expense of efficiency. 

 

Figure 4.2 Recognition rate of legal users and malicious users. 
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Figure 4.3 Failure Rate under different attack rate. 

 
Figure 4.4. Normalized system utility for TCM and DCN. 
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5. Proof-of-Reputation Based-Consortium Blockchain for Trust Resource Sharing in 

Internet of Vehicles 

5.1 Introduction 

With the emergence of internet of Vehicles (IoV), various smart devices are linked to enable the fast and 
efficient applications. IoV is an emerging paradigm to support the evolution of Intelligent Transportation 
Systems (ITS), which is highly characterized by gathering, sharing, processing, computing, and secure release 
of data services onto information platforms. IoV shows advantages on providing various services such as 
autonomous driving, accident alarming and mobile advertising. However, due to the high mobility 
and short interaction time of vehicles, it is difficult to directly utilize traditional cellular-based communication 
technologies in IoV to implement latency-sensitive applications. To enable the latency-sensitive applications, 
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication has emerged as a promising technology for IoV. In this case, the 
connected vehicles enable a. cooperative computation pattern to implement the intensive tasks in traffic 
scenarios. Vehicles tend to share their spare resources over proximate peer-to-peer links to implement those 
low latency services. In this situation, IoV enables a flexible resource sharing market for vehicles to trade 
their spare computation and spectrum resources.  
Nevertheless, because of the high mobility and variability of vehicular networks, it is difficult to maintain 
long-term stable connections among vehicles, and the trading partners are often strange vehicles. The 
provision of security and privacy is very challenging during the resource sharing process. On the one hand, 
resource payers may repudiate the transaction and refuse to pay the reward. On the other hand, resource 
payees may be dishonest during the trading process and do not provide the resource as their promise. In this 
case, how to effectively realize the trustworthiness of vehicles during resource sharing process is a big 
challenge in vehicular networks.  
The trust management of vehicles is usually implemented by a centralized entity using rating mechanisms in 
the existing research work. The entity calculates the rating scores and provides network operators with a 
reward and punishment benchmark for vehicles. According to the evaluations of vehicles, researchers 
proposed several rating methods for vehicular systems. However, there exists significant security and privacy 
challenges for the centralized methods. The centralized entity is vulnerable to the single point of failure. In 
addition, the rating mechanisms relying on the sensitive information of vehicles, such as identity information 
and trading performance, which would result in the disclosure of privacy. 
Recently, emerging Blockchain technology is considered as a natural tool to tackle the trust and privacy issues 
due to its encrypted and tamper-proof ledger. Blockchain technology is initially leveraged to enable trade 
peers without a third party. Regarding its decentralization and highly security, blockchain is migrated to the 
application of IoV scenarios, which implement the reliable and trustworthy data management during 
information sharing and resource trading processes. Nevertheless, most of the blockchain systems rely on 
exorbitant computing power (e.g. Proof-of-Work) or broadcasting of verifying results (e.g. Practical Byzantine 
Fault Tolerance). These blockchain systems are inapplicable for practical IoV scenarios, since the computing 
resource of vehicles is limited and the communication between vehicles is unstable. In order to address the 
aforementioned problems, we proposed a lightweight blockchain-based resource sharing scheme [8]. 
Considering the dynamic characteristic of resource availability and vehicles location, we further propose a 
Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL)-based resource pricing scheme through smart contract technology. The 
proposed blockchain system provides an efficient platform for the trust management, and a reputation-
based consensus mechanism is proposed to replace the mining process. 

5.2 System Model 

In this section, we present the system model which includes the blockchain-enabled resource sharing model 
and the dynamic resource pricing model.  
5.2.1 Blockchain enabled resource sharing model 
As shown in Figure 5.1, we consider a blockchain-enabled resource sharing scenario in IoV network, of which 
the vehicles can be divided into two categories, Task Owners (TOs) and Resource Providers (RPs). TOs intend 
to offload their computation tasks to an adjacent RP to implement cooperative computation. A resource 
trading market is investigated for potential sellers and buyers, i.e., RPs and TOs. To compensate RPs 
whenever they provide resources for an offloadable task, a digital cryptographic currency named Resource 
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Coins (RCs) is introduced. In addition, RPs have two further divisions, one is computation resource providers 
(CRPs) which provide Computing Resource (CR) to execute the task of TOs, and the other is spectrum resource 
providers (SRPs) which provide spectrum resource (SR) to assist the task transmission.  
Different from traditional resource sharing systems, where TOs often treat RPs as trustworthy parties, our 
proposed blockchain-enabled resource sharing system assumes that TOs and RPs cannot fully trust with each 
other. Thus, it is crucial to tackle the trust issue during the resource sharing process. We propose the 
Consortium Blockchain architecture to overcome the problem. The reason why we choose the consortium 
blockchain rather than the public chain is that totally decentralized public chain cannot supply the largescale 
IoV network, considering the high mobility of vehicles. When every vehicle needs to maintain one global 
ledger, the maintenance cost is huge. Therefore, we adopt consortium blockchain and assign a type of specific 
authorized nodes to reach a fast consensus with moderate cost.  
The interactions among vehicles are described as transactions and recorded by every Blockchain Nodes (BNs) 
in networks. BNs can be RoadSide Units (RSUs), which are responsible for collecting transactions from the 
vehicles and generating blocks. Diversified communication models make it difficult to directly utilize 
conventional public blockchain architecture on the vehicular system. Therefore, we adopt the consortium 
blockchain architecture in the proposed resource sharing system, where a specific type of node BN is 
responsible for publishing blocks. Vehicles are only responsible for trading resources with other vehicles. 
Note that in consortium blockchain architecture, as the consensus procedure is executed among BNs, 
vehicles are only able to generate transactions and have no right to participant in the consensus procedure.  
The general format of transaction can be illustrated as TX: {from || value || data || to}, the terms from and 
to represent the wallet address of blockchain entities, which include senders, receivers and smart contract 
accounts. The term value denotes the transferred RCs and the term data denotes the certain parameters 
during the resource sharing procedure. The basic workflow of Blockchain-Enabled resource sharing in IoV 
networks consists six steps which are presented in paper [8]. 
 

 
Figure 5.1 System model. 

5.3 Performance Evaluation 

 
For the above resource sharing system model, a DRL based approach was proposed to solve the technical problem and 
optimize the resource utilization and fairness. In order to validate the effectiveness and feasibility of proposed resource 
sharing system, the performance evaluation is conducted in this section.  
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In the first experiment, we simulate the DDPG approach under two different task scenarios A and B, where 
A has more tasks than B. Thus, vehicles in scenario A need more resources to be traded. The pricing scheme 
and resource allocation scheme of each scenario are trained separately. The actor and critic networks of 
DDPG are trained, and the training history of the revenue of vehicles for the two scenarios are shown in 
Figure 5.2. It shows that DDPG approach achieves the converge under both scenarios, and the convergence 
rate is around 1000 iterations. This quick convergence attribution is crucial for the smart-contract based 
system, where the contract implementing cost is based on the executing times of blockchain virtual machine. 
Furthermore, we can figure that the overall revenue of scenario A is higher than that of B. This can be 
explained as with higher tasks, more spare resources of RPs are traded to satisfy the demands of TOs, 
contributing to the increase of overall revenue.  

 

Figure 5.2 Overall revenue under two scenarios. 

 

Figure 5.3 Prices for vehicles with different reputation.  

Figure 5.3 shows the influence of reputation value on the pricing scheme under the scenarios A and B. It can 
be observed that the prices in scenario A are higher than the prices in B. This is because that with the increase 
of task amount, the limited spare resources of RPs cannot satisfy the increasing demand. Therefore, the price 
will accordingly increase. For a specific scenario, we can figure that vehicles with a higher reputation could 
purchase the resources at relatively low prices. This proves the incentive effect of the reputation value. In 
this case, vehicles prefer to acquire high reputation values to implement the resource trading at lower prices. 
Figs 5-6 prove the feasibility and effectiveness of proposed utility function of vehicles.  
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Figure 5.3 The revenue of RPs for different amount of Tasks. 

 

Figure 5.4 The cost of TOs for different amount of Tasks.  

As a differentiated pricing scheme is exploited for the resources, we choose two unified pricing schemes as 
the benchmark methods which includes high unified pricing and low unified pricing schemes. Figure 5.4 
investigates the relationship between the amount of computation tasks and the RPs' revenue under different 
price schemes. It can be observed that the RPs' revenue increases with the size of computation tasks under 
the two unified schemes. This is due to the fact that more tasks mean larger computing requirements, and 
the revenue of resource providers is accordingly increasing. Nevertheless, the curve of the proposed 
differentiated pricing scheme first falls and then rises. The falling part reveals the relationship between 
demand and supply. This can be explained that when demand is less than the supply (i.e.; tasks < 175), the 
RPs tend to lower their resource prices to compete with others. The revenue reaches the minimum valley 
when demand equals supply. Afterwards TOs would raise their bid prices to purchase the limited resources, 
which results in the increases of the RPs' revenue consequently. 
Figure 5.5 displays the TOs' cost with respect to the size of tasks under the different pricing schemes. The 
curve of unified schemes are gradually increasing. This is because that with the growing of the resource 
demands, TOs have to purchase resources from those RPs which have low reputation value. The cost of 
proposed scheme first decreases and then raises up. This also indicates the relationship of supply and 
demand. Figure 9 shows the overall utilities of the three pricing schemes. According to Figures 5.4-5.6, we 
can deduce that Figure 5.7. TSR under different block size. comparing to both high and low unified pricing 
schemes, our proposed differentiated scheme can not only satisfy the utility of TOs, but also take into account 
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of the revenue of RPs. For the normalized overall utility Utot, the proposed differentiated pricing scheme 
achieves at most 30% increase compared with unified pricing schemes. Therefore, it can well realize the 
matching of resource supply and demand according to their individual requirement.  

 

Figure 5.5 The overall utility for different amount of Tasks. 

 

Figure 5.6 TSR under different block size. 

We then discuss the communication performance of the proposed PoR mechanism in Figure 10. Figure 10 
shows the impact of the blocksize D on the TSR. It is worth noticing that the unit for block size threshold is 
10 transactions, D=20 means that the block size is 200 transactions. Considering the blocksize of conventional 
blockchain system Bitcoin is 2000 to 3000, the publishing interval of blocks is about 6 min. However, the 
publishing interval of the proposed blockchain is 10 s, which is far shorter than Bitcoin. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to design a smaller blocksize for the proposed system. As shown in Figure 10, with the increasing 
of D, the probability of TSR first rises and then goes down to a certain value. In addition, we also observe that 
different threshold values contribute to different peak values of TSR. It can be explained that a larger 
blocksize will reduce the amount of candidate blocks while too large block will aggravate the difficulty for all 
publishers to generate the blocks. This feature is very important in practical scenarios, where the blocksize 
should be carefully designed according to the communication condition.  
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6. Collaborative Edge Computing and Caching in Vehicular Networks 

6.1 Introduction 

In recent years, the construction of smart transportation system has been the trend to improve the road 
efficiency. A vast amount of perceived data (about 1 GBytes/s) will be generated by these autonomous 
vehicles, requiring vehicles with considerable memory size and computation resources. In order to alleviate 
the computational burden of vehicles, vehicular edge computation networks (VECNs) have been 
proposed as a promising computation paradigm to enable vehicles to offload their computation-intensive 
tasks to edge nodes such as roadside unit (RSU).  
When we consider a general scenario with multiple vehicles in the same physical proximity, the perceived 
data such as current road condition and traffic accidents may be duplicated and thus will result in the 
repeated transmission. Meanwhile, some computation results of RSU may be valuable to other vehicles, such 
as the global view of the current road. If these contents are not handled properly, duplicated computation. 
will incur severe network congestion and resources waste in VECNs.  
Most of existing works focused on either offloading decisions or caching policy, separately. In order to 
improve the resource utilization ratio, there are also some works focusing on studying the collaborative 
offloading and caching scheme in edge computing networks. One paper studied transcoding/computing and 
caching strategy of requested video for VECNs, which will significantly save backhaul bandwidth resources 
and reduce execution delay of tasks. Aiming to help construct a smart transportation system, a two-timescale 
edge computation and caching resources allocation strategy has been proposed for vehicular network, 
considering the mobility of vehicle and the switching across different RSUs. In order to satisfy the increasing 
demand for data traffic, delay-tolerant data caching and tasks computing in software-defined vehicular 
networks was proposed. And a collaborative offloading strategy based on coalitional game for mobile 
wireless networks with caching enhancement has been proposed in the literature, considering offloaded 
tasks may be similar in the same area among mobile users.  
However, these existing works mainly focused on the issue about duplicated communication, especially for 
data transmission in backhaul link. For multiple connected vehicles in the near area, the fronthaul link 
congestion caused by repeated uploading of perceived data and the issue of duplicated computing of 
offloaded tasks have not been well addressed. Thus, it is essential to investigate the cooperative task 
offloading and caching strategy for enhancing the efficiency of data delivery and resource utilization. 
In this work, we make a bold step in designing, analysing and optimizing the cooperative computing and 
caching strategy by considering the constraints of limited bandwidth, storage space and computation 
resources of RSUs [9]. Note that contents in our proposed caching scheme consists of input perceived data 
and output results and they are derived from the offloaded tasks of driving vehicles while in traditional 
caching paradigm, contents are from Internet Service Provider (ISP).  
 

6.2 System Model 

A typical vehicular edge computing network is considered in the proposed scheme, which is composed of 
one BS (base station) and N RSUs with limited bandwidth, computation resources and storage units. Let N = 
{1, 2, ...,N} be the index set of RSUs. In addition, M= {1, 2, ...,M} is denoted as the index set of vehicles. And 
the total number of tasks is assumed as K, and K = {1, 2, ...,K} is the index set of different types of tasks. 
Besides, a parameter tuple < Ik,Ok,Φk,Bk >, k ∈ K is used to describe the characteristics of the kth task 

generated by vehicles. Ik is the input size of task k, Ok is the output size of task k, Φk is the computation 
resources required by task k, and Bk is the minimum computation rate. We assume that each vehicle is willing 
to send main attributions of offloaded task to RSU and each RSU sends these messages and network states 
to BS at the beginning of time slot. Then, BS makes decisions according to whole network system states.   
Fig. 1 illustrates a typical network scenario of the collaborative computation offloading and content caching. 
For example, vehicle V1 and V2 may have similar vision about the crash in the same transportation area. The 
computation result of offloaded task T1 of V2 is valuable for V1 and is decided to be cached in RSU1 
considering the redundancy of tasks. V1 with the same task directly receives the result of task T1, which can 
reduce duplicated computation in RSU. For another important situation, we assume that task T2 of V4 is 
about speed changing and T3 of V3 is about lanes changing. However, V3 and V4 have similar perceived data 
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about the road such as the roadblock. Thus, the same perceived data of task T2 and T3 can be uploaded one 
time to RSU2 and is shared between T2 and T3 through being cached in RSU2, which can decrease duplicated 
data transmission. According to the observations of typical events, a joint computation offloading and 
caching scheme is necessitated to realize efficient information sharing and improve driving safety.  

 

Figure 6.1 Illustration of collaborative computation and caching scheme 

Without loss of generality, the vehicular network topology can be regarded as stable during resources 
allocation period. In the ultra-dense network deployment, orthogonal frequency division multiple access 
(OFDMA) is applied as a data transmission mode in which M vehicles within the same RSU are separated in 
the frequency domain. Therefore, there is no interference among vehicles which attach to the same RSU. Let 
pm and pn denote transmission power for the vehicle m (m ∈ M) and RSU n (n ∈ N), respectively. In the 

beginning of task execution period, offloading decisions are made and the task execution is mainly composed 
of local execution and edge execution Note that the objective of content updating is to decrease duplicated 
data transmission and save computation resources of RSUs for redundant tasks processing, and thus the best 
content updating policy is not only to cache more popular contents but also to cache contents of those tasks 
which need higher CPU resource or have massive perceived data. In addition, each vehicle requests to offload 
task randomly and independently, and the offloading request rate of tasks is time-varying generally. This 
motivates us to propose a leaning based caching strategy to improve the utilization of resources and adapt 
to the dynamic vehicular network environment.  
 

6.3 Problem Formulation and DDPG-based Scheme 

A multi-objective optimization problem can be formulated for the collaborative edge computing and caching 
in the vehicular networks from the perspective of total task execution time and bandwidth as a mixed 
integer non-linear programming problem (MINLP). The problem formulation is presented in our paper []. 
MINLP problem is NP-hard, so deep reinforcement learning (DRL) is adopted to solve this joint optimization 
problem in given feasible zone. 
Conventional DRL such as DQN can only handle discrete action space while the action space in our proposed 

scheme is continuous because the bandwidth bidding decision should be a continuous variable. 

In this case, deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG)-based algorithm is used to solve the MINLP problem 

with low computation complexity.  

Deep deterministic policy gradient is a strategy learning method using convolutional neural network as the 

function approximator of policy function and Q function, namely actor network and critic network. The actor 

network is used to select action deterministically in continuous action space with policy gradient, while the 

critic network provides a value based on the performance of actor to guide the actor learning policy.  

1) State: S = {SN, SM, SK} is denoted as state space reflecting the situation of environment, where SN is the 

state subspace of N RSUs which includes computation resources, caching space, bandwidth resources, 

computation capacity, location and so on, and SM is the state subspace of M vehicles which includes velocity, 

location, requested tasks and local computation capacity, and SK is the state subspace of K tasks 
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like a content database consisting of input size, output size, requested computation resources and minimum 

computation rate of tasks. 

2) Action: A = {a1, a2, · · · , aN} is denoted as action space, where an means action subspace of RSU n and an 

is expressed as follows: 

 

3) Reward: r is denoted as current stage reward function, r = −U, where U is the objective function, if the 

action satisfies conditions, otherwise, r = −P, where P is a penalty which is far larger than U. 

The proposed collaborative bandwidth allocation, computing and content updating strategy based on DDPG 

algorithm is demonstrated in Algorithm 1. Specifically, Line 1-3 initialize parameters of neural networks and 

experience replay buffer. At the beginning of each episode, our initial observation state will be reset. At each 

time slot, Line 7 selects a correct action based on current policy and adds an exploration noise to encourage 

exploration since the policy is deterministic. Line 8-9 receive reward and move to next state, and then the 

transition information is stored in an experience replay buffer in Line 10. Line 11-15 sample transitions from 

the replay buffer and update networks.   

 
Algorithm 1. 

 

6.4 Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we will evaluate the performance of the proposed collaborative bandwidth allocation, 

computing and content updating strategy based on DDPG algorithm. The experiment is conducted based on 
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the Python simulator and TensorFlow platform. We consider 5 RSUs uniformly located along a unidirectional 

road with 1500 m. For vehicle side, 50 vehicles run at the speed 5m/s and the initial location of each vehicle 

follows exponential distribution. Parameters of vehicular environment in our system are listed in Table 6.1 

for the ease of reference.  

 

Table 6.1. Simulation Parameters. 

For evaluating the performance of our proposed learning-based computing and caching scheme, we also plot 

the following benchmark methods:  

1) Task offloading with request rate-based caching scheme: perceived data or computation results are cached 

according to the offloading request rate of tasks.  

2) Task offloading with random caching scheme: contents are randomly cached in RSU when tasks are 

offloaded to RSU.  

3) Task offloading with non-caching scheme: contents caching is not considered in this offloading scheme. 

Figure 6.2 plots cumulative average rewards of different schemes. Since the defined rewards are weighted 

sum of latency of task execution and bandwidth bids, the final convergence of overall rewards is balance of 

tradeoff between latency and bandwidth costs. Our proposed scheme has the highest rewards compared to 

the other three schemes in this vehicular network scenario. In our proposed computing and caching scheme, 

each RSU will update contents at every time slot in order to adapt to the dynamic network environment. 

Thus, caching perceived data or computation results of tasks in RSU can significantly reduce the latency of 

task execution and increase rewards.  

 

Figure 6.2 Comparison of cumulative average rewards on different schemes. 

Specifically, we have following observations: 
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1) For task offloading with request rate-based caching scheme, since the request rate is changing  

dynamically and caching space of RSU is limited, only caching contents with high popularity is not suitable 

and those tasks with high CPU resources or massive input data should also be considered. 

2) For task offloading with random caching scheme, due to perceived data or computation results are 

randomly cached in each RSU and have no relevance to offloaded tasks, rewards are not as high as ours.  

3) For task offloading without caching, it is obvious that the average rewards are worst since duplicated 

contents of requested tasks have to be offloaded to the RSU.  

Figure 6.3 illustrates the total execution latency of these four schemes. It is clear that latency decreases with 

the number of training episodes increases and gradually remains fairly constant. Compared to the other three 

schemes, latency of our proposal is the lowest due to adaptive learning-based caching scheme because 

multiple factors such as request rate, size, computation resources needed of tasks are considered. For 

offloading request rate based caching scheme, perceived data or results of those tasks with large-size data 

or high computation resources may be not cached for their low request rate. For random caching scheme, 

RSU may randomly caches contents with large size and much lower popularity which results in the waste of 

storage space and longer execution latency tasks. Moreover, the latency in offloading with no caching 

scheme is the highest because the redundancy of perceived data or tasks is not considered.  

 

Figure 6.3. Comparison of total execution latency on different schemes.  

In Figure 6.4, we show the impact of penalty factor on the average reward. Generally, cumulative average 

rewards increase as the value of penalty increases, because the agent constantly learns knowledge according 

to the rewards or punishments received in the interaction with the environment aiming to be more adaptable 

to the dynamic network states. The learning outcome will be better if the value of punishment is large. 

 

Figure 6.4 Impact of penalty factor on the cumulative average rewards. 
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7. Enhanced Object Detection With Deep Convolutional Neural Networks for 

Advanced Driving Assistance 

7.1 Introduction 

Visual object detection is a long standing and important research problem for computer vision, with a wide 
range of real world applications, such as robotic vision, surveillance, ADAS and autonomous driving. Its main 
task is to predict the position and category of objects from images or videos. Traditionally hand-crafted 
features have been used to detect multiple classes of objects, e.g., over challenge datasets PASCAL and COCO. 
Deformable parts model (DPM) is a successful traditional object detection approach. However, since AlexNet 
achieved large success in the Imagenet challenge in 2012, CNN quickly becomes the dominant object 
detection approach. 
Despite fast growth of CNN in object detection over datasets with a large number of object classes, real time 
visual object detection in driving environment is still very challenging. It is observed that the object detection 
performance of the popular CNN detectors including Faster-RCNN and SSD without modification is not very 
good over the KITTI benchmark datasets. KITTI is the largest public dataset dedicated to ADAS and 
autonomous driving benchmarking. In addition to radar and Lidar based object detection, camera based 
visual object detection, which is the focus of this work, provides an economic solution and is also a critical 
component of hybrid solution for ADAS and autonomous driving. There are many key challenges on visual 
object detection for ADAS as discussed below, which may not present in the other object detection datasets. 
• Most autonomous driving applications have very high detection accuracy and real time requirements. 

While high false positive ratio (non-targets are falsely detected as targets) or excessively delayed detections 
are annoying, which may lead to close of the detection based safety applications, high false negative ratio 
(targets are not detected) can have fatal consequences and should be avoided as much as possible.  
• Driving environment is very harsh for visual object detection with poor illumination and weather conditions. 

Unlike that there are only a few large target objects in images in datasets such as PASCAL, there can be 
many occluded and truncated objects with large object scale variations in ADAS images. 
• Apart from the accuracy performance requirement, computation speed is also a large concern for ADAS 

object detection. Vehicles are unlikely to be equipped with GPU computers as powerful as used in research 
environments. Accuracy often has to be compromised due to the computation complexity of advanced CNN 
detectors.    
In view of the above research challenges, in this work we proposed the following enhancements to multi-
scale CNN models to increase the visual object detection accuracy for ADAS [10]. The proposed CNN 
enhancements are evaluated with various image input sizes by experiments over KITTI benchmark dataset. 
Good detection performance improvement is observed with both individual and combined CNN 
enhancements. Compared to the published works over KITTI benchmark test dataset our proposed method 
ranks the first for pedestrian detection category “Easy” and second for categories “Moderate and “Hard”, 
and is the fastest among the top ten ranked published methods. The object detection time with a GPU 
computer is 0.08 second per 384×1280 sized image, which can satisfy the real time requirements of driving 
safety applications.  

7.2 Deep Learning Neural Network Architecture 

In this section we present the overall architecture of the modified CNN model with enhancements. The input 
to the CNN is an image with size H × W × D, where H and W denote image height and width in pixels, and D 
denotes the number of color components. The main building blocks of the modified CNN model is 
presented in Figure 7.1. The baseline network is MS-CNN, which detects candidate objects at multiple feature 
output layers with different scales. To differentiate from the MS-CNN, the proposed enhancements are 
highlighted by red boxes in Figure 7.1. The proposed enhancements to MS-CNN are general and are 
applicable to other CNN models such as Faster-RCNN and SSD as well.  
The proposed network follows the popular two-stages object detection network architecture, which consists 
of an object proposal network and an object detection network. The proposal network layers are based on 
the popular reduced VGG-16 net, which has 16 weight layers in its original form. Additional convolution layers, 
pooling layer, proposed deconvolution layers and object proposal layers are added on top of the reduced 
VGG-16 net. Only a few convolution and pooling layers from hidden layers are presented in Figure 7.1 for 
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better visualization. The feature outputs of these layers are directly used for object proposal. The layers 
selected as feature output layers are labeled as “conv4-3”, “conv5-3”, “conv6-1” and “Pool6”, respectively. 
The first number in the labels such as 4 and 6 represents the associated hidden layer in VGG-16 net, and the 
second number represents the ID of the convolution layer in a hidden layer. As the feature output layers are 
not directly connected (with separation by other convolution layers or pooling layers), dotted lines are used 
to connect them in Figure 7.1.  

 

Figure 7.1 Overall network architecture. 

The original feature outputs are further processed by the deconvolution building blocks (DBB), shown as 
“DB1”, “DB2” and “DB3” in Figure 7.1, to aggregate feature maps from adjacent layers, before being used in 

object proposal building blocks (OPBB). Each OPBB produces a fixed-size set of proposals including 
coordinates with respect to the pre-defined anchors and scores of objectiveness. Then a soft-NMS building 
block is used to remove redundant proposals with heavy overlapping. In the original MS-CNN model, NMS is 
used to remove redundant proposals. The new building blocks (DBB, OPBB and soft-NMS building blocks) will 
be introduced in detail in the following subsections.  
The object detection network has a region of interest (ROI) pooling layer and a fully connected (FC) layer. The 
outputs of upsampled feature maps from the lowest output feature layer (i.e. “conv4-3”) and object 
proposals from soft-NMS building block in the proposal networks are used as input to the detection networks. 
The ROI pooling layer extracts the feature maps of the object proposals using these inputs. The feature maps 
from “conv4-3” are upsampled twice to improve the capacity for location-aware bounding box regression. 
Then a fully connected layer maps the ROI feature maps into fixed vectors for classification and bounding 
box regression.  
 

7.3 Experiments and Results 

7.3.1 Dataset 

We evaluate the enhanced CNN model over the KITTI 2D object detection benchmark dataset. The dataset 
contains 14999 images with 7481 for training and 7518 for testing. The image size is 384×1280 pixels. There 
are over 80000 annotated objects, which are divided into three categories (car, pedestrian and cyclist). Three 
object detection evaluation categories (“Easy”, “Moderate” and “Hard”) are set up for each object class, 
according to object height, occlusion and truncation level, which are presented in Table I. For evaluation, 
average precision (AP) with different IoU thresholds (0.7 for car, 0.5 for pedestrian and cyclist) is used as the 
main metric of interest. The AP is computed as the mean precision at a set of equally spaced recall levels.  

 

Table I Object difficulty levels for KITTI dataset. 

7.3.2. Implementation Details 
As a widely adopted practice, the proposed network is finetuned on the reduced VGG-16 model, which is 
pre-trained on the ILSVRC CLS-LOC dataset. We split the raw training dataset into training set and validation 
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set for local performance evaluation. As the number of samples for different object classes are highly 
imbalanced, detectors are trained separately for detection of cars and pedestrians. The training procedure 
consists of two stages. In the first stage, only the proposal network is trained by 10000 iterations, with weight 
term of 0.05, initial learning rate of 0.00005, momentum of 0.9, weight decay of 0.0005. Following the 
proposal network training, in the second stage the whole network (including both proposal network and 
detection network) is trained for another 25000 iterations. The learning rate for the second stage is initially 
set to 0.0005 and is divided by 10 every 10000 iterations. The weight term is 1. The experiments are run with 
an Intel i7-7700k 4.20GHz server with 8 CPU cores and 32 GB memory and a Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 GPU. 
Training time ranges from 6 to 10 hours for the models used in this paper. 
In order to examine the effectiveness of the proposed network enhancements, ablation experiments are 
designed and conducted. We let letters “D”, “AR” and “S” denote the proposed network enhancements on 
deconvolution, anchor box resize and soft-NMS, respectively. The baseline MS-CNN network is denoted by 
letter “M”. In the ablation experiments various enhancements are added on top of the baseline MS-CNN 
network. The network variants with baseline network and different network enhancements are denoted by 
“M+D”, “M+AR”, “M+S”, “M+AR+S” and “M+D+AR+S”, respectively. As there are much smaller number of 

cyclist samples compared to those for car and pedestrian in the dataset, only car and pedestrian evaluation 
results are presented. 
In addition to the various network enhancements, input layer image size impact is also investigated. We train 
the network with 3 input image sizes, small image 384×1280 (the original image size), medium image 
576×1920 and large image 768×2560. The enlargement of images does not increase image resolution. The 
experiments carried out with different input image size are denoted by the object class and the input image 
height. For example, experiments for car detection with image size 384×1280 are denoted by “Car-384”. 
Anchor sizes are set differently for different types of experiments. The anchor and associated filter size 
configurations for different image sizes and different object classes are shown in Table II. Note that the other 
parameters are kept unchanged through all the experiments.  
 
7.3.3. Experimental Results on Validation Set 
In this subsection we examine and compare the performance of the proposed CNN enhancements for object 
detection over KITTI benchmark dataset. As the ground truth of the KITTI test set is not publicized and only 
one submission of the KITTI test results to the benchmark website is allowed, performance comparison of 
the proposed enhancements is performed over the KITTI training and validation set. 
The AP results of the compared CNN models as configured in the previous subsection are reported in Table 
III for both car and pedestrian detection. The CNN models include the original MS-CNN with and without the 
proposed enhancements. The AP results for the detection categories “Easy”, “Moderate” and “Hard” are 
presented in Table III(a), III(b) and III(c), respectively. In the tables the maximal AP values from the compared 
CNN models for each image size are displayed in bold font. As MS-CNN training with deconvolution building 
block and image size 768×2560 was not completed due to high GPU memory requirement, the results of 
related CNN models with DBB enhancement (“M+D+”) are not presented for large input image size.  

 

Table II. Configuration of anchor size and filter size. 
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Table III. Performance comparison of CNN variants on validation set. A) easy; B) moderate; C) hard. 

In addition the network inference time per image is reported in Table IV. The inference speed of the original 
MS-CNN and the proposed CNN networks are very fast (0.08 second per image for small image size). The 
introduction of anchor box resize (“AR”) and soft-NMS (“S”) add negligible time. The deconvolution building 
block introduce a little extra computation time (0.01 second per image). 

 

Table IV. Average inference time for various network architectures. 

1) The effectiveness of proposed enhancements:  
First we check the effectiveness of the individual proposed enhancements. Comparing the results of CNN 
variants “M+D”, “M+AR” and “M+S” to the baseline MS-CNN model “M”, it can be observed that there are 

good performance improvement for most input image sizes and object classes. Among the individual 
enhancements, soft-NMS produces the largest and consistent performance gain for both car and pedestrian 
detection in most cases. The performance improvement with soft-NMS is more obvious for pedestrian 
detection with image size 384×1280. For example, the AP with soft-NMS increases from 76.25% for “M” to 
78.96% for pedestrian detection category “Easy” with small image size. These results demonstrate the 
effectiveness of soft-NMS on tackling the object occlusion issues in ADAS environments. Anchor resize (“AR”) 
enhancement shows consistent performance gain over the baseline network as well. But the largest 
performance gain with “AR” comes mainly with the small image size, e.g., 5.1% performance gain with “AR” 
for car detection category “Easy”. On the other hand, deconvolution (“D”) enhancement shows consistent 

performance gain for pedestrian detection and large performance gain for car detection category “Easy” with 
medium image size, but there is a slight performance loss for car category “Hard”.  
 
Next combinations of the proposed enhancements are examined. The best AP performance is always 
achieved with combined network enhancements for all object classes, object detection categories and input 
image sizes. For example, for medium image size, the best network for both car and pedestrian detection is 
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“M+D+AR+S” for category “Easy”, “ Moderate” and “Hard”. These results show that the proposed 

enhancements can work together and effectively boost object detection performance. 
An interesting observation is on the experiment results with combination of “AR” and “S” enhancements. For 
both car and pedestrian detection with small image size, both anchor resize and soft-NMS enhancements 
bring performance gains: anchor resize has much larger gains for car detection, while soft-NMS has larger 
gains for pedestrian detection. The combination of “AR” and “S” enhancements have consistent and larger 

gains than the individual enhancement.  

 

2) The impact of input image size:  
Apart from the proposed network enhancement, it is also observed that increasing image size has a large 
positive impact on object detection. For any given studied MS-CNN variant, the AP performance improves 
with larger image size in most studied cases. There is a substantial performance gain with image size for the 
baseline network “M”, especially for pedestrian detection. For example the AP increases from 70.57% with 
small image size to 76.49% with large image size. However the performance gains with larger image size for 
some MS-CNN variants (such as “M+AR+S” and “M+D+AR+S”) are much smaller. For the baseline MS-CNN 

network, the largest AP for car detection category “Easy” is 91.12% with large image size. But the enhanced 
network “M+AR+S” has 94.78% AP with small image size. 

It is worth noting that the performance gains with large image size do not come without cost. According to 
Table IV, the average inference time per image for car detection increases from 0.08 second for small image 
size to 0.17 second for medium image size and 0.24 second for large image size. Similar inference time 
performance for pedestrian detection is observed. As the best detection performance with “M+D+AR+S” 

with medium image size is already very close to or even better than the best available performance with 
large image size, “M+D+AR+S” network model with medium image size is recommended for joint 
considerations on detection precision and speed. More specifically, the “M+AR+S” network architecture with 
small image size offers the highest speed and best detection AP (94.78% versus 91.68% with large image) for 
car detection category “Easy” and slightly lower AP (80.28% versus 80.58% for large image) for pedestrian. 
For some driving safety assistance applications with targets of detecting easy objects, such as forward 
collision warning, the “M+AR+S” network architecture with small image size can be the first choice. 

To visually assess the effectiveness of the proposed method, some example KITTI images with annotations 
of detected objects by the baseline MS-CNN model (shown in the left column) and our method (shown in the 
right column) are presented in Figure 7.2. To be fair, the image size is set 768×2560 for both models. The first 
three rows Fig. 7.2(a)-Fig. 7.2(c) are for car detection and the last row Fig. 7.2 (d) is for pedestrian detection. 
Compared the detection results with MS-CNN and our method, we can find that our method improves the 
detection performance from several aspects: 
• Our method can reduce false proposals as shown in Fig. 7.2(a) and in Fig. 7.2(b) In the left image of Fig. 

7.2(a), there are two false proposals produced by MS-CNN around the orange car in the bottom left side. In 
Fig. 7.2(a) the MS-CNN method produce two false proposals, one in the right cluster of cars and one in the 
left cluster of cars. 
• Our method can detect more small objects that are missed by MS-CNN as shown in Fig.7.2(c). The MS-CNN 

method missed the remote small car on the road and a car in right shadow area. 
• Our method can avoid producing multiple bounding boxes for one object. For example in Fig. 7.2(d), the 

MS-CNN model produces two bounding boxes for each detected pedestrian. 
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Figure 7.2 Object detection examples on KITTI testing set with MS-CNN and our method. 

7.3.4 Experimental Results on KITTI Test Set 
Next we present the experiment results over the KITTI test set and compare our results with those of recently 
published approaches. As the KITTI leader board ranks the approaches based on the AP for “Moderate” 
detection category, we select the network “M+AR+S” with large image size (768×2560) for competition, 
which produced the best AP for “Moderate” category over validation set. The results are submitted to the 
KITTI test set evaluation server. 
The AP and inference time results of our proposed method and other top ranked published approaches are 
presented in Table V. While the original CNN models (Faster-RCNN, SSD and YOLOv2) without adaption to 
the KITTI datasets have much lower object detection performance over KITTI test set, they are also listed in 
Table V for information. 
A simple comparison of our own results on KITTI test data set to those on validation test shows that there is 
considerable performance loss possibly due to harder images in the test set. However similar performance 
loss was observed for the baseline MS-CNN model. 
Comparing the AP and the inference time results in Table V, it can be concluded that there is no absolute 
winner with dominant performance over all the comparison aspects. Among the compared leading 
approaches, our proposed method ranked the first in network inference speed, the best in the pedestrian 
category “Easy”, second in pedestrian categories “Moderate” and “Hard”, third in car detection category 
“Moderate”. D_MANTA ranked the first in car category “Easy”. RRC has four number one positions in all 
detection categories. However, RRC has the second longest inference time (3.6 second), which is 15 times 
our inference time, even it is based on the fast SSD baseline and used much higher specification GPU 
computer.  
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Table V. Performance comparison of recent published works and our method on the test set. 

The highest AP for car category “Easy” achieved by “M+AR+S” with small image is 94.78% over the validation 

set, while the highest AP over the test set is only 90.49%. One reason for the performance gap is that 
“M+AR+S” with large image size is selected as the only model for competition. Therefore the good 
performance with “M+AR+S” model and small image size is compromised. According to the object detection 
results presented in Table V and in KITTI benchmark website, it can be observed that the car detection 
performance for category “Moderate” is almost saturated with very little performance gap over the top 20 

detection methods. However, there is still large performance improvement space for pedestrian and cyclist 
detection. For example the highest AP from the published works is 85.12% and 75.33% for pedestrian 
category “Easy” and “Moderate”, respectively. 

The main challenges of the pedestrian and cyclist detection still come from the small size, heavy occlusion or 
truncation of the objects. In addition to other external factors like illumination change and cluttered 
background can affect the accuracy of our detection method. And compared to the number of car samples 
in the KITTI dataset, the number of pedestrian and cyclist samples are much smaller, which may be another 
cause of the relatively poor detection performance for pedestrian detection. We present two example 
images in which some samples are not correctly detected by our method in Fig. 7.3. These detection examples 
may help understand the existing detection challenges. In Fig. 7.3(a) the white car in the bottom left side is 
not detected due to heavy truncation. In Fig. 7.3(b) one person near the train is not detected due to occlusion 
and poor illumination conditions. 

 

Figure 7.3 Example images from KITTI testing set with false object detection by our method. (a) Undetected 

car due to heavy truncation. (b) Undetected pedestrians due to occlusion and poor illumination conditions. 
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8 Conclusions 

In this report, we presented the main research works conducted towards WP3 tasks of our project COSAFE 

for the development of cooperative sensing and computing (CSC) framework with supporting mechanisms 

and cooperative edge computing algorithms. We firstly presented the development of a flexible vehicle fog 

based CSC framework for cooperative sensing and computing for autonomous driving. Based on the flexible 

CSC framework, cooperative data fusion research works are under development, which will be presented in 

the next deliverable for WP3. In addition to the CSC framework, scalable and secure supporting mechanisms 

were proposed for sharing of network, sensing and computing resources. We firstly presented a blockchain 

based secure algorithms for the sharing of wireless network spectrum resources. Then we proposed secure 

sharing of sensing and computing resources for connected autonomous vehicles. Furthermore, we presented 

the development and experiment results on the collaborative computing and caching mechanisms. Then we 

presented our research works on the advanced road object detection technologies with camera for 

autonomous vehicle sensing. The evaluation was conducted over the autonomous vehicle benchmark 

datasets from KITTI. Our proposed deep neural network model achieved good ranking for the road object 

detection.  

In conclusion, the WP3 has achieved good progresses with the extensive collaborative research activities. . 

The proposed framework and supporting mechanisms provide strong basis and platforms for the design and 

development of cooperative sensing and computing schemes in WP3 and cooperative road safety and 

efficiency applications in WP4. They have been applied to the design of advanced data fusion which is 

undergoing. In addition, real dataset will be produced and be used for the design and evaluation of novel 

cooperative sensing and computing algorithms in the following stage for WP3.  
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